We propose a simple and efficient method to combine semi-supervised learning with weaklysupervised learning for deep neural networks. Designing deep neural networks for weaklysupervised learning is always accompanied by a tradeoff between fine-information and coarse-level classification accuracy. While using unlabeled data for semi-supervised learning, in contrast to seeking for this tradeoff, we design two extremely different models for different targets, one of which just pursues finer information for the final target. Another one is more professional to achieve higher coarse-level classification accuracy so that it is regarded as a more professional teacher to teach the former model using unlabeled data. We present an end-to-end semi-supervised learning process termed guided learning for these two different models so that improve the training efficiency. Our approach improves the 1 st place result on Task4 of the DCASE2018 challenge from 32.4% to 38.3%, achieving start-of-art performance.
Introduction
In recent years, neural networks have achieved remarkable results in many artificial intelligence tasks. However, neural networks with a large number of training parameters tend to require lots of manual annotation data. On the other hand, there is hierarchical distinguish on many tasks such as semantic segmentation Wu et al. (2014) Papandreou et al. (2015) and sound event detection McFee et al. (2018) , according to the degree of label refinement, where coarse-level labels can reduce the cost of manual annotation but also increase the difficulty of model training. Due to the high cost of manual annotation, how to take advantage of weakly-labeled (coarse-level) data for weakly-supervised learning has gradually become the focus of research. Furthermore, limited to the scale of weakly-labeled data, how to combine unlabeled data with a small amount of weakly-labeled data for semi-supervised learning is still a challenge.
Weakly-supervised learning pursues fine-level predictions but only coarse-level labels are available during training. Combining neural networks with multiple instance learning (MIL) Zhou and Zhang (2002) Quellec et al. (2017) is a popular and effective weakly-supervised learning scheme. As for neural networks, work by Zhou et al. (2015) had shown the convo-lutional units of convolutional neural network (CNN) contains finer information than the weakly labels provided for training even without any supervision, based on which Zhou et al. (2016) developed a weakly-supervised method with CNN and global average pooling layer (GAP). Similar researches were carried out by Oquab et al. (2015) and Kolesnikov and Lampert (2016) . As discussed in Pathak et al. (2014) , there is a dense prediction tradeoff of CNN design causing by sampling operation and the limitation of the receptive field of the CNN filters. In other words, larger sampling scale followed by less trainable parameters, more efficient training, larger receptive field, and more accurate coarse-level prediction, however, leads to worse fine-level predictions due to the less detail information than the original scale. Therefore, when designing CNN architectures for weakly-supervised learning, seeking for such a tradeoff is essential. When combining weakly-supervised learning with semi-supervised learning using unlabeled data, this problem remains but more factors will be taken into account.
Most of semi-supervised learning methods are based on the idea of reducing over-fitting and smoothing the decision boundary by utilizing teacher models with different strategies to predict unlabelled data Lee (2013) Laine and Aila (2017) Tarvainen and Valpola (2017) or exploiting generative models Salimans et al. (2016 ) Narayanaswamy et al. (2017 or other else Rasmus et al. (2015) . We believe that the core of the former method is how to carry out effective ensemble learning. In terms of this view, pseudolabeling Lee (2013) can be regarded as a simple but effective self-ensembling method, while temporal ensembling Laine and Aila (2017) exploits the integration of models at different training epoch. And then the work by Tarvainen and Valpola (2017) proposed a weightaveraged consistency target which improves the ensembling learning of two-fold models. All these teacher-student mode methods utilizing several models with the same model architectures, in which the superior ability of teacher model is guaranteed by ensemble prediction, different regularization or input augmentation conditions.
In this paper, we propose a semi-supervised learning method fitting for weakly-supervised learning. According to the characteristics of weakly-supervised learning, we design two hierarchical targets: finer information and higher coarse-level classification accuracy. Instead of seeking for the tradeoff mentioned above, we design a model with larger sampling scale pursuing higher coarse-level classification accuracy to teach another model with smaller sampling scale merely pursuing finer information, which guarantees the superior ability of the teacher model even without any ensemble prediction or input augmentation conditions. Since the teacher model is explicitly more professional in coarse-level prediction, we term it a more professional teacher. We also propose an end-to-end learning process named guided learning (GL), in which the noise is added to the input of the teacher model to raise performance. The student model is expected to match higher coarse-level classification accuracy of the teacher model and learns finer information by itself. In addition, the larger sampling scale of the teacher model followed by less trainable parameters allows more efficient training. In the rest of this paper, we describe in detail guided learning (GL) with the more professional teacher in Section 2, demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach on the DCASE challenge in Section 3, and draw conclusions in Section 4. (2016) and GMP Oquab et al. (2015) . As shown in 1(a), the PT-model compress the spatial information into a dense feature map, resulting in the denser global information.
Method
We develop a semi-supervised learning method fitting for weakly-supervised learning. The method exploits a teacher-student learning mode, which requires a student model and a more professional teacher model. To ensure that the performance of the student model catches up with that of the more professional teacher model, guided learning as an efficient learning process is introduced.
A more professional teacher
There are two hierarchical targets in general weakly-supervised learning tasks with deep neural networks: a coarse-level target for training using the weakly label and a fine-level target for prediction which is the final target. However, high coarse-level classification accuracy does not always guarantee better fine-level prediction. This is because that the dense output benefits coarse-level classification accuracy but loses recognition ability at a fine scale. Not only does it inspire us to take this tradeoff into account when designing balanced networks, but it also provides a way to bridge the gap between different models in terms of their capabilities. As shown in Figure 1 , when considering only training targets, the more professional model (PT-model) can be designed by increasing output dense. Therefore, we can also design a more promising student model (PS-model) greatly potential for fine-level prediction. Intuitively, the PS-model can be optimized by the PT-model by a consistency regularization using unlabeled data.
Guided learning
To help the PS-model learn from the PT-model in an end-to-end way, we propose a learning process named guided learning (GL).
Algorithm 1 Guided learning with the more professional teacher pseudocode. Require: x k = training input with indice k Require: L = set of weakly-labeled training input Require: U = set of unlabeled training input Require: y k = label of labeled input x k ∈ L Require: S θ (x) = neural network of the PS-model with trainable parameters θ Require: T θ (x) = neural network of the PT-model model with trainable parameters θ Require: g (x) = stochastic input augmentation function Require: J (t, z) = loss function Require: tag (z)
As shown in Algorithm 1, at the beginning of the training, the PT-model simply updates with a supervised loss until s epochs because of the poor performance of the PS-model. But since the PT-model is considered to outperform the PS-model in essence, the PS-model keeps a unsupervised loss all the time. During the guided learning, the groundtruths of unlabeled datas required for the unsupervised loss of the PS-model are produced by the PT-model. The unsupervised loss combined with stochastic input augmentation is also expected to help the PS-model with its self-teach for finer information.
After s epochs, the PT-model updates with a weighted unsupervised loss which prevents the PT-model from over-fitting by helping smooth the decision boundary of the PT-model using unlabeled data. The exponentially increasing weighted factor a is expected to be relatively small and increase slowly in the early stages of training. If a is too large, the PT-model will be consistent with the weaker PS-model so that contribute little to raise the performance of the PS-model.
Experiment

Data set
The dataset we utilized to evaluate our method is from task 4 of the DCASE 2018 Challenge Serizel et al. (2018) , which is a a subset of Audioset Gemmeke et al. (2017) by Google. The set containing 57157 10-second audio clips is divided into four subsets: weakly-labeled training set (1578 clips), unlabeled in domain training set (14412 clips), unlabeled out of domain training set (39999 clips), detail-labeled test set (288 clips) and detail-labeled evaluation set (880 clips). We take weakly-labeled training set and unlabeled in domain training set as training set in which the proportion of weakly-labeled data is about 10%, detail-labeled test set as validation set and detail-labeled evaluation set as test set in our experiments.
Model architecture
We take the architecture proposed in Lin et al. (2019) as PS-model in our experiments. As shown in Table 1 , the architecture of the PT-model is similar to the PS-model but differs for some parameters especially sampling pooling layers. We employed 64 log melbank magnitudes which are extracted from 40 ms frames with 50% overlap and the every 10-second audio clip is extracted into 500 frames. Since the T-model does not do any sampling compression sequentially, it is able to make prediction for 500 frames, while the PT-model makes 6-frame dense prediction after multiple pooling layers. A median filter with an adaptive window size is utilized for smoothing the prediction.
The input augmentation is implemented by Gaussian noise (δ = 0.15) on the input layer.
Training and evaluation
The models are trained utilizing the Adam optimizer Kingma and Ba (2014) with learning rate of 0.0018 and mini-batch of 64 10-second patches for 200 epochs. The learning rate is reduced by 0.2 per 10 epochs. Training early stops if there is no more improvement in cliplevel micro F-measure on the validation set within 20 epochs and the best performing model on the validation set will be retained for prediction during training. All the experiments are repeated 30 times, the average results of which are reported. All models are evaluated using the sed eval package Mesaros et al. (2016b) to compute event-based measure with a 200ms collar on onsets and a 200ms / 20% of the events length collar on offsets Mesaros et al. (2016a) . Table 2 , the GL-0.996 with PT and augmentation input ( the guided learning with a professional teacher and a factor α = 0.996, which has been described in detail in Algorithm 1) achieves the best average detection performance of macro F 1 . The best result within these 30 experiments reaches 38.3%, which improves the performance by 5.9 percentage points from the first place in the challenge JiaKai (2018) and by 4.3 percentage points from the result reported in Lin et al. (2019) , achieving state-of-art performance. 3.4.1. The effect of GL As shown in Table 2 (with augmentation), the fully supervised results of the PT-model outperforms the T-model on audio tagging but shows poor performance on detection. When GL is introduced without the PT-model, the PS-model is greatly improved on detection but shows little improvement on audio tagging. In this case, the PS-model is guided by a normal teacher model which has the same model architecture. As shown in 1, the PS-model has more than twice as many trainable parameters as the PT-model, for which using a normal teacher model in GL seriously reduces the training efficiency. The result also indicates that even if the normal teacher model appears weak and does not help the PS-model to improve its audio tagging performance, the GL using unlabeled data did play an essential role in raising the capacity of the PS-model to detect finer information. We also shows the impacts of different α on results. We found that when α = 1 (the weight of semi-supervised loss of the PT-model is always 0), the PS-model achieve the best performance on audio tagging best; When α = 0.996, the PS-model achieves the best performance on detection; When α increases to 0.98, the PT-model tends to consistent with the PS-model, leading to poor audio tagging performance of the PS-model. However, due to the impact of GL mentioned above, the detection performance of all the PS-model is still relatively high compared with the fully supervised results.
Results
As shown in
Does augmentation input work?
The augmentation input show a negative impact on The augmentation input shows a negative impact on audio tagging performance, both in GL and fully supervised learning. However, by analyzing the performance of GL-0.996-PT with and without input augmentation, we find the input augmentation effectively promotes the PS-model to learn finer information during GL. We argue that the input augmentation prevents the PT model from predicting the same tags for an unlabeled sample all the time during training, and this disturbance helps the PS-model with its self-teach by preventing it from getting sharp (uneven) detection.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a guided learning with a professional teacher to combine semisupervised learning with weakly-supervised learning, which achieves state-of-art performance on Task 4 of the DCASE 2018 challenge. Based on the feature of deep neural networks for weakly-supervised learning, we analyze the conflict between the intermediate target and the final target of weakly supervised learning in the structural design of the networks and present how to design a more professional teacher model to optimize a more promising student model using unlabelled data. Moreover, we present end-to-end guided learning to guide their co-training.
